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• CrossRef: membership 
association of publishers

• Founded for strategic reasons: 
services best achieved 
collaboratively

• 16 member board of directors 
from membership

• Broad church: Commercial, 
societies, non-profits, university 
presses, OA publishers – 66% 
non-profit

• A powerful NETWORK

Strategic .org



"CrossRef's goal is to be a trusted 
collaborative organization with broad 

community connections; authoritative and 
innovative in support of a persistent, 

sustainable infrastructure for scholarly 
communication."
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Why publishers join CrossRef

•To get persistent IDs and links for their content

•To drive more traffic to their content

•To turn their references into hyperlinks

•To pull in cited-by links (what cites this?)

•To participate in new collaborative services



Technical 
Infrastructure

• Unique identi!cation

• Persistent citation and 
linking

• Managed system – no 
broken links

• Content discoverable



Provides an organizational 
foundation for widespread linking
• One agreement with CrossRef 

is a linking agreement with all 
other CrossRef participants

• Membership association for 
cooperative development of a 
digital linking infrastructure

• Business model neutral



CrossRef implementation

•Deposit DOIs and metadata to enable 
inbound linking
–As soon as content is registered in CrossRef, it 

becomes visible for linking by other participants

•Create outbound links from references by 
querying the CrossRef metadata database
–Adds value by improving user experience



A stable persistent link



Total CrossRef DOIs
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3,841 publishers and societies

54,086,567 content items with DOIs

27,000 journals

296,000 books

23,075 conference proceedings
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Services

•Cross-publisher 
reference linking

•Cross-publisher cited-
by linking

•Cross-publisher 
metadata feeds to third 
parties

•Cross-publisher 
plagiarism screening

Powered by iThenticate
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When content changes, readers 
need to know
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A logo that identi!es a publisher-
maintained copy of a piece of content

Clicking the logo tells you 

Whether there have been any updates

If this copy is being maintained by the publisher

Where the publisher-maintained version is

Other important publication record information

What is CrossMark?
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What kind of Publication Record 
information could be available?

Funding disclosures

Con"ict of interest statements

Publication history (submission, revision and 
accepted dates)

Location of data deposits or registries

Peer review process used 

CrossCheck plagiarism screening

License types













What do publishers 
have to do?

CrossMark
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What Does it Cost?

Current content: 20¢

Backfile content: 2¢

Current Content = published in the past two years.





 Pilot running since summer 2011



 Pilot running since summer 2011

 CrossMark launched on 27th April 2012













Marketing Microsite now available

http://www.crossref.org/crossmark/

http://www.crossref.org/crossmark/index.html
http://www.crossref.org/crossmark/index.html



